No. 247
DUAL ROD HOLDER

1. Place the rings over the rod holder tubes and slide down to the bottom.
2. Insert the tubes with rings into the rod holder base.
3. Line up the screw holes and insert the 1 1/4" fastenings from the top. Push the matching hex nuts up from the bottom and tighten. DO NOT overtighten the screws. The tubes must still be able to rotate.
4. Fit the assembled dual rod holder on the #1026 swivel mount top plate being sure to line up the four holes.
5. Place the #1023 mounting bracket, supplied with your downrigger, on top of the dual rod holder base. The Scotty logo should be read right way up when looking from inboard. Line up the four holes.
6. Insert the four 1 1/2" fastenings through the mounting bracket and dual rod holder and tighten into the swivel mount.
7. Rotate the dual rod holder tubes to the desired position and tighten the fastenings.
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